Do items in temporary locations appear in Collection Evaluation?
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Applies to

- WorldShare Collection Evaluation

Answer

The **Location Limit** will only display locations that have items in permanent locations attached to them. Items with a permanent location that also have a temporary location will appear in their permanent location in Collection Evaluation.

Items in a temporary location that do not have an LHR or Bibliographic record will not display in Collection Evaluation. In order to look at temporary items, please see the [Circulation Item Inventories](https://help.oclc.org/Library_Management/WorldShare_Collection_Evaluation/Troubleshooting/Do_Temporary_Items...) Report.

Additional information

For more information see [Filter using the Location limit and the Location Location (852) field](https://help.oclc.org/Library_Management/WorldShare_Collection_Evaluation/Troubleshooting/Do_Temporary_Items...).
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